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News

Stay tuned... 

BUILD UP webportal will be offline on February 22nd from
18.30 CET for about one hour. We will resume on
February, 23rd offering new features… Stay tuned…

Join a dynamic team of passionate individuals on
energy efficiency of buildings 

The Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (EASME) is looking to recruit highly motivated
staff to carry out activities related to research, innovation,
or market uptake. Deadline for application is March, 2nd
2017.  Read more

News from our partners 

Last week for early bird registration to
#DecarbHeat 2017

#DecarbHeat 2017 is European Heat Pump
Association's (EHPA) event on the decarbonisation of
Europe’s heating and cooling sector.  The conference will
take place in Brussels, Belgium, on 11 and 12 May 2017,
will lay down the groundwork for the necessary change.
Early bird registrations close on February, 28th. Read
more about programme and speakers.

New guidebooks on financing building renovation
by Energy Cities

Local and regional authorities have to be resourceful and
open-minded to invent and test new financing
mechanisms, business models, organisational structures
and partnerships to make their sustainable energy
projects happen. This requires strong technical, financial,
legal and coordination skills and expertise in local
authorities. Read more

Practices

European Energy Service Initiative's final report is
out! 

In nine metropolitan regions, a total of 27 Energy
Performance Contracting (EPC) pilot projects have been
realised within EESI 2020, with cumulative investments in
energy efficiency of more than 26 M€, leading to average
energy cost savings more than 30%, reducing CO2
emissions by 16.000 tons per year. Read more

Mainstreaming deployment of renewable energy: a
European Commission study 

The study addresses ways of generating long term funding
for renewable projects across all sectors,
including transport sector and in the heating and cooling
sector. 

The study also investigates measures aimed at ensuring
more European citizens participate in the transition to
clean energy, especially through the development of
renewable energy communities. Read more

Learn

Making our iconic city skyline better for the planet

When stepping off a train or plane to visit a city for the
first time, you wonder: will it live up to expectations, will
it look like it does in the movies? Then the towering
skyline of New York City, Hong Kong or Tokyo hits you and
it takes your breath away. As a tourist it’s exciting;
however, viewed through the lens of a policy maker with
the task of making those buildings energy efficient, it’s a
daunting prospect.

Urban Efficiency II: Seven Innovative City Programmes for
Existing Building Energy Efficiency, serves as a reference
and evidence base for city officials developing or
improving building energy policies. Read more 

Events

Delivering Fast Track
and Affordable nearly
Zero Energy Buildings

2nd March - Ireland

The event, organised by
the nearly Zero Energy
Buildings Resource
Agency (nZEBRA),  is
intended for designers,
specifiers, local
authorities and
contractors who want to
learn on delivery of
accelerated and affordable
future proof housing in
Ireland.

Read more

Active House at
Ecobuild

Design and
development of
healthy and
comfortable buildings

7 March - UK 

The Active House
conference will focus
on design and
development of healthy
and comfortable buildings
for people.

Read more

BIM World 2017:
Building Information
Modelling conference
and exhibition

29-30 March 2017,
France

In this third edition of the
event, many themes are
put forward such
as: Digital modelling,
Collaborative, Mobility,
Digital Building, 3D GIS,
Geo data, Internet of
Things (IoT), Smart Data,
Cloud and Augmented
Reality, where BIM is the
focal point.

Read more

Tell us what you do! Propose content on BUILD UP
or contact us directly pr@buildup.eu.
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